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Legal Notice
The software described in this document is furnished under a license agreement. The softwaremay be used
or copied only in accordance with the terms of the agreement. No part of this document may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying and recording, for
any purpose without the express written permission of MicroEdge, LLC. Information in this document may be
revised from time to time without notice.
U.S. Government Users:Use, duplication, or disclosure is subject to the restrictions as set forth in the
Rights in Technical Data and Computer Software clause at DFARS 252.227-7013 subparagraph (c)(1)(ii), or
the Commercial Computer Software -- Restricted Rights at CFR 52.227-19, subparagraphs (c)(1) and (2), as
applicable. Manufacturer is MicroEdge, LLC. 619W. 54th Street, New York, NY 10019.

Copyright  2015 by MicroEdge, LLC. All rights reserved.
Part number: FIMS_CRM21_UG
Publication date: May 2015
FIMS is a registered trademark of MicroEdge, LLC. Other brands, or products, are the trademarks or
registered trademarks of their respective holders, and should be treated as such.
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Welcome to MicroEdge FIMS CRM
This manual describes how to set up and useMicroEdge® FIMS CRM, a web-based Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) system that includes a customized Salesforce template that integrates directly with
FIMS.

About MicroEdge FIMS CRM
MicroEdge has developed a customized version of the Salesforce.com platform specifically designed for
MicroEdge customers to work directly with FIMS. MicroEdge® FIMS CRM is a web-based Customer Rela-
tionship Management (CRM) system that integrates directly with FIMS.
CRM is a comprehensive way tomanage your relationships with donors, volunteers and other constituents
including potential donors. Effective CRM systems capture information about constituent interactions and
present that information to users to service those constituents more effectively and efficiently. With a CRM
system, organizations not only manage constituent activities but also enforce business processes for a con-
sistent approach to their overall business strategy. CRM allows users to share a 360-degree view of con-
stituents with the organization, and personalize new and ongoing interactions.

Conventions Used in This Manual
Before you read this manual, it is helpful to familiarize yourself with the conventions used throughout this
manual. Doing so will enhance the usefulness of the documentation.

Procedural and Typographic Conventions
Procedural conventions help identify procedures and tasks you will perform.
Important procedures are always given as a numbered set of tasks.
Characters given in italics are examples of data that you should enter, such as the directory path to a file.

Different Types of Notes
When appropriate, notes provide additional information or warnings that may apply to you. This manual uses
four types of notes. Each type of note serves a unique purpose as defined below.
NOTE: A note with this format and the heading “Note” provides information that applies to some users. Notes
apply to special situations. For example, a Notemight explain minor differences in setup procedures among
network and standalone systems.
IMPORTANT: A note with this format and the heading “Important” provides information that applies to all
users. This type of note provides information that is essential to the completion of a task. Unlike a Note,
Important notes should not be disregarded.
CAUTION: A note with this format and the heading “Caution” provides important information that applies to all
users. Pay special attention to these notes.
TIP: A note with this format and the heading “Tip” provides useful information that applies tomost users.
Although Tips are not essential to the completion of a task, they provide alternativemethods, shortcuts, or
special applications relating to the procedures in the text.

Maintenance and Support Program
Members of MicroEdge’s Maintenance and Support Program receive unlimited telephone consultation on the
use of the software, assistance in error isolation and correction, prompt furnishing of any available problem
solutions relating to the currently supported versions of FIMS, and software updates.
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Our toll free Technical Support hotline is available Monday through Friday, 8:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. Eastern
time. Youmay contact MicroEdge's Technical Support Specialists as follows:

Phone (800) 256-7772

Fax (603) 228-5718

E-mail fimssupport@microedge.com

If you have any questions regarding the available support options, please contact MicroEdge at (800) 256-
7772.
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Introduction to MicroEdge FIMS CRM
This chapter provides an overview of theMicroEdge® FIMS CRM template, describes how to login to
MicroEdge® FIMS CRM, and highlights important features of theMicroEdge FIMS CRM user interface.

Overview of the MicroEdge FIMS CRM Template
TheMicroEdge FIMS CRM template is comprised of three core business processes: Donor Prospecting,
Event Management, and Profile Management.

l Donor Prospecting – Donor prospecting allows users to track prospects and donors through the cul-
tivation and giving processes. This is sometimes calledMoves Management.

l Event Management – Event management allows users tomanage event-related information such as
registrations, sponsorships, vendors, tables and event payments.

l Profile Management – Profile Management encompasses all of the primary features that allows users
to track people and their interactions, activities, relationships, affiliations, households andmore. These
are the core functions that directly integrate with FIMS.

Analytic tools for all of these business applications are available for users to view standard reports, build cus-
tom reports, design dashboards and review prospect pipeline activity.

Accessing MicroEdge FIMS CRM
To access your MicroEdge FIMS CRM account:

1. Go to https://login.salesforce.com.
2. Enter your User Name and Password.
3. Click Login.

Note: The first time you log in, youmay be asked to activate your computer to successfully log in to
MicroEdge FIMS CRM. Youmay get this same request if you log in from a computer you have not
used to access MicroEdge FIMS CRM before. Activating your computer allows MicroEdge FIMS CRM
to verify your identity and prevent unauthorized access.

To activate your computer:

1. When prompted on the login page, click Send Activation Link.

MicroEdge FIMS CRM sends an activation email to the email address specified on your MicroEdge
FIMS CRM user record.

2. When you receive the activation email, copy and paste the activation link into your browser window.

The activation link included in the email is available for you to copy and paste into your browser up to
24 hours from the time it is sent. After 24 hours, the activation link expires, and youmust repeat the
activation process in order to log in.

Working with Applications and Tabs
When you login toMicroEdge FIMS CRM, your home page appears. The force.com apps drop-downmenu at
the top right of your screen allows you to toggle between the various applications (Donor Services, Cam-
paign/Events, Analytics, Administration Codes). Each application in themenu displays different tabs across
the top of the screen that you can select.
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You can use the tabs to access specific types of records. Each tab displays a different color for easy iden-
tification as you navigate throughMicroEdge FIMS CRM. When you click on a tab, you will go directly to the
tab home page where you can view recent records that you created, edited, or viewed. Some tab home pages
provide additional tools or reports for you to access.

Understanding Records and Related Lists
Most records (e.g., Profile records, event records, and affiliation records) share a similar layout as to how data
is presented. Each type of record has a different color that helps you identify which type of record you are
accessing. Also, each record has a specific icon for easy identification. Youmay find these icons useful when
viewing links to records in the Recent Items list in the left hand navigation pane.

Details
Each record has a Detail section that contains the primary information for the record and all of the fields asso-
ciated to the record. These fields are placed within section headers.
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Related Lists
Most records also have related lists. Related lists are separate records but are related to the primary object
you are currently accessing. For example, a Profile record has several related lists including Alternate
Addresses, Affiliations, Gift History, etc. Each Related List in the Profile record has its own records, and
these records are also related to the Profile record.
You can access related lists by scrolling down the record you are in or using the quick links at the top of the
record. When you click one of these links, you will jump down the page to view that related list.
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Searching Records
Use the sidebar search tool or the Advanced Search option in the sidebar to locate specific records.

Using the Sidebar Search Tool
To search for a record using the sidebar search tool:

1. From the Search drop-downmenu, select the appropriate kind of record for which you are searching or
select Search All to search all available records.

2. Enter a search string in the text box.

Note: Your search string is treated as a phrase with an * (asterisk) wildcard at the end, which returns
all records that start with this phrase.

3. Optionally, select the Limit to items I own checkbox to restrict the search results to records of which
you are the owner.

4. Click Go.

If you chose the Search All option, the search results appear in sections according to the type of
record.

Using the Advanced Search
To search for a record using the Advanced Search:

1. In the sidebar, click Advanced Search.
2. Enter a search string in the text box.

Tip: In Advanced Searches, you can use operators such as AND, OR, and AND NOT to refine your
search. Put quotationmarks aroundmultiple keywords to perform an exact phrasematch, for example,
"call john smith.” Add an asterisk to the end of your keyword to search for items that start with the word
(e.g.,“acme*”). Add a questionmark in your keyword tomatch a single character at themiddle or end of
your search term (e.g., “jo?n”).

3. Optionally, select the Limit to items I own checkbox to restrict the search results to records of which
you are the owner.

4. Optionally, select the Exact phrase checkbox to restrict the search to an exact phrasematch.

Note: This option is equivalent to using quotationmarks around your entire search string.

5. In the Scope area, select one or more records for which you want to return search results.

Note: If you do not select any records in the Scope area, all possible records are returned in your
search. You can click Select All or Deselect All to quickly select or clear all records.
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6. Click Search.

TIP: Formore information, click Help & Training and enter ‘Search’ in the search box.

Using Lookup Fields to Find Records
Lookup fields are found throughout your records in MicroEdge FIMS CRM. These fields allow you to look up
records from other records. Lookup fields contain amagnifying eyeglass search icon next to them.

When you click the lookup icon, a window appears which allows you to search for a record. When the window
first appears, the system displays records that youmost recently accessed, edited or created. If you have not
performed any actions to records on the object, you will not see any records displayed.
TIP: To quickly search for a record, type any part of the record name in the field before clicking the search
icon. The system also displays recently accessed records for auto-completion.
TIP: Formore information, click Help & Training and enter ‘Lookup Dialog Search’ in the search box.

Accessing Salesforce Online Help
Salesforce has developed its own online help that can be accessed by clicking the Help & Training link. This
help system contains instructions on all functionality within Salesforce. While some of this functionality may
not be available in MicroEdge FIMS CRM, you will findmany helpful tips and guides for doing generic tasks in
MicroEdge FIMS CRM (e.g., creating a custom report, creating tasks, etc.).

Personalizing MicroEdge FIMS CRM
There are several areas in MicroEdge FIMS CRM that you can personalize tomeet your specific needs.

l Customize the tabs to display only those to which you need access.
l Re-order related lists or remove them altogether. For example, you can change the order of the related
lists displayed on the Profile page. This can help you construct a page that best suits your needs.

l Collapse the sidebar.

Customizing the tabs
To customize the tabs displayed:

1. Click Setup at the top right of the page.
2. Under My Personal Information, click Customize your tabs and related lists.
3. Click Customize My Tabs.
4. Using theAdd andRemove arrow buttons, add or remove tabs from the different applications. You

can also re-order the tabs using the Up and Down arrow buttons. Tabs appear in the order they appear
in this list.

5. Click Save.

Changing related lists
To change related lists on a page:
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1. Click Setup.
2. Under My Personal Information, click Customize your tabs and related lists.
3. Select the object to customize in the drop-downmenu and click Customize My Pages.
4. Using theAdd andRemove arrow buttons, add or remove related lists associated to the object. You

can also re-order the related lists using the Up and Down arrow buttons. Related lists appear on the
object in the order they appear on this list.

5. Click Save.
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Managing Your MicroEdge FIMS CRM
Account
This chapter explains how to change your MicroEdge FIMS CRM password, and how to grant login access to
MicroEdge Technical Support.

Changing Your Password
To change your password:

1. Click Setup at the top right of the web page.
2. Click Change your password under theMy Personal Information section.
3. Change your password and security information.
4. Click Save.

Granting Login Access to MicroEdge Technical Sup-
port
In some cases, youmay need to grant login access toMicroEdge Technical Support so they can view inform-
ation in your account.
To grant MicroEdge Support login access:

1. Click Setup at the top right of the web page.
2. Click Grant login access to your administrator or SalesForce.com Customer Support under My

Personal Information section.
3. In the Grant login access to your administrator section, enter a date for when you want access to

expire.

Tip: Youmay want to consider making this a date far out in the future so you can avoid this for any
future support issue.

4. Click Save.
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General User Tasks
This chapter contains information on some basic user tasks, such as creating list views and the two ways you
can edit records.

Managing List Views
You can create a new list view to see a specific set of records such as profiles, affiliations, or events. For
example, you can create a list view of profiles in your city, affiliations associated to a particular group, or oppor-
tunities above a particular donation amount. List views are also helpful for creating views of profiles or leads to
use for mass email recipient lists.
Some list views have been pre-configured for your account, although you can edit these views.

Editing views
To edit any view:

1. Click Edit next to the View drop-downmenu.

2. Update the filter criteria for the view or change the fields that display.

Creating views
To create a new view:

1. Click Create New View next to the View drop-downmenu.
2. Enter the View Name.
3. Specify the filter criteria.

Note: These options vary depending on the kind of record. Use the Filter by Event/Campaign option
when you want to create a list made up of profiles that are associated to a particular event or campaign.
You can also filter the list based on specific fields.

4. Select fields to display.

The default fields are automatically selected. You can choose up to fifteen different fields to display in
your view. You can only display the fields that are available in your page layout. When you select a
long text area field, up to 255 characters can appear in the list view.
Note: To add or remove fields, select a field name, and click theAdd orRemove arrow. Use the Top,
Bottom, Up and Down arrows to arrange the fields in proper sequence.

5. Restrict visibility, if needed.

Specify whether everyone or just you can see the custom view.

6. Click Save.
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The view appears in the View drop-downmenu.
TIP: Formore information, click Help & Training and enter “List views” in the search box.

Editing records
There are two ways to edit records within FIMS CRM: full-page editing or inline editing.

l Use full-page editing when you havemultiple fields to edit at one time. Click Edit at the top of the
record to access the record and click Save when you have finished.

l Inline editing is a helpful tool when you need to quickly edit one or two fields. In the view mode, double-
click the field you want to edit. A pencil icon appears in the field when youmouse over the field name. It
displays as a lock icon if the field is un-editable. You can then edit the field. In the view mode, double-
click the field you want to edit. You can then edit the field. When you click off the field, the field turns
orange indicating that you still need to save the record. Click Save to save your changes.
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Profile Management
This chapter discusses the tasks you can perform inMicroEdgeMicroEdge FIMS CRM’s Profile tab.

Overview of Profile Management
Similar to FIMS, you can use theProfile tab in MicroEdge FIMS CRM to store information about the indi-
viduals and organizations with whom you interact and communicate.
Themain Profile record contains mailing information, telephone numbers, salutations, spouse details and
other data. The Profile record also contains many related lists such as Alternate Addresses, Gift History, Gift
Summary, Opportunities, Activity History andmore.
Profile records in MicroEdge FIMS CRM can either be synced with an identical Profile record in FIMS or you
can create a Profile record in MicroEdge FIMS CRM and choose not have an identical record in FIMS.
TIP: Formore information about FIMS integration, see Integration with FIMS.

Types of Profile Records
There are two types of Profile records in MicroEdge FIMS CRM:

l Individual – An individual person.
l Organization – An organization or company.

The Profile record type always appears as a field within the record; the record type defines the fields that are
available on the page, the layout of the page, and the association of related lists.

Creating Profiles
To create a new Profile record in MicroEdge FIMS CRM:

1. Click theProfiles tab.
2. Click New.
3. Select the type of Profile you would like to create: Individual or Organization.
4. Click Continue.

A page appears that is associated to the type of Profile record you are creating.

5. Enter the Profile information and click Save.

TIP: You can change the Profile’s record type by clicking Change next to the Profile Record Type field.

Editing Profile Details
The Profile Detail section displays all of the fields associated to the record. The fields are separated into sec-
tions.
There are two ways to edit the information in the Profile record.
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Editing multiple fields
1. From the Profile, click Edit.
2. Update or enter information in the fields.
3. Click Save.

Editing a single field
1. In the view mode, double-click the field you want to edit.

A pencil icon that appears in the field when youmouse over the field name. It appears as a lock icon if
the field is un-editable.

The field displays for editing. When you click off the field, the field turns orange indicating that you still
need to save the record at this point.

2. Click Save to save the changes you just made.

TIP: Formore information, click Help & Training and enter ‘Inline Editing’ in the search box.

Working with Profile Addresses
The Individual Profile record contains two sections with address information: theContact Information and
theAddress Information (Read-Only) sections.
The address fields in the Contact Information section are editable fields that you can use to update the Indi-
vidual Profile’s primary address. These are the fields that directly sync with the Profile record’s address fields
in FIMS, if applicable.
The address fields that appear in the Addresses (Read-Only) section, Primary Address and Current Mailing
Address, are standard address fields in MicroEdge FIMS CRM. These address fields automatically populate
based on the address information entered in the custom fields in the Contact Information section.
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The only time the Current Mailing Address is different from the Primary Mailing Address is when you create an
Alternate Address record that has a temporary address during a current timeframe (e.g., a summer home
address).
The Current Mailing Address always displays themost current mailing address for the Profile, whether it is the
primary address or a temporary alternate address. Displaying the Primary Address and Current Mailing
Address fields in the Profile makes it easier for you to locate the type of address information you require when
mailing reports.
TIP: Formore information on FIMS integration, see Integration with FIMS. For more information on Alternate
Addresses, see Creating Alternate Addresses for Profiles.

Creating Profile Salutations
The Profile record contains a section called Salutations & Mailing Labels. Similar to FIMS, this section
provides four different salutation options, a default salutation and amailing label name. The salutations use a
combination of the Profile data as well as spouse information, if available. Each salutation uses a specific for-
mula to build the salutation. If applicable, the salutation fields in theMicroEdge FIMS CRM Profile record
syncs with its Profile record in FIMS. The formulas for these salutation fields are the same formulas used in
FIMS. This is described further in Integration with FIMS.

Field
Name Code Description

Formal
Individual FI Prefix + Last Name

Informal
Individual II First Name

Formal
Spouse FS

IF Last Name = Spouse Last NameOR Spouse Last
Name is blank AND Spouse Prefix is not blank THEN Pre-
fix + Spouse Prefix + Last Name
IF Last Name is not equal to Spouse Last Name AND
Spouse Last Name is not blank AND Spouse Prefix is not
blank THEN Prefix + Last Name + ‘&’ + Spouse Prefix +
Spouse Last Name
IF Spouse Prefix = blank THEN Prefix +Last Name

Informal
Spouse IS

IF Spouse First Name is not blank THEN First Name + ‘&’
+ Spouse First Name
IF Spouse First Name is blank THEN First Name

Mailing
Label
Name

Mailing
Label
Name

IF Spouse First Name is not blank AND Spouse Prefix is
not blank THEN Prefix + ‘&’ + Spouse Prefix + First Name
+ Middle Initial + Last Name + Suffix
Otherwise display the same as the Full Individual Name
field

Full Indi-
vidual

Full Indi-
vidual

Prefix + First Name + Middle Initial +Last Name + Suffix__
c
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Field
Name Code Description

Name Name

MicroEdge FIMS CRM automatically builds salutations when you save a new Profile record. However, if you
change any of the information youmust manually re-build the salutations.

Building salutations for a single Profile record
To build salutations for a single Profile record:

1. Make any edits to the Profile’s salutation related fields (e.g., spouse information, prefix, suffix).
2. Click Save.
3. Click Build Salutations.

The page refreshes and displays the new salutations.
TIP: You canmanually change each salutation field to a custom salutation. However, if you click Build Saluta-
tions, the system formula overwrites your custom salutation.

Building salutations for multiple Profile records
To build salutations for multiple Profile records:

1. Click theProfiles tab and select the All Individual Profiles view (or use a view you have already cre-
ated).

2. Locate the Profile Names for which you want to build salutations. Check the box to the left of their
name.

Tip: If you want to build salutations for all Profile records, click the Action checkbox at the top of the
left column. You can update up to 200 records at one time. Use the pagination tool at the bottom left to
display the first 200 records. You can also select by pages andMicroEdge FIMS CRMwill remember
the check boxes from the previous pages.

3. Click Build Salutations at the top of the page.
4. Click OK in the alert window.

TIP: Formore information on FIMS integration, see Integration with FIMS.

Sharing Profiles with Other Users
The Profile Owner field in the Profile record identifies the owner of that record. Depending on the sharing rules
set up for the organization, other users may not be able to access records that they do not own. If this is the
case, the owner of the record can choose to share the Profile record with another user by clickingSharing at
the top of the record. The owner can choose who has access to this record, but cannot restrict access beyond
the organization’s default access levels.
You can also create an organization-wide sharing rule to allow all users to access all Profile records, depend-
ing on the business processes for that organization.
You can also change ownership of the record by clickingChange next to the owner field.
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TIP: Formore information, click Help & Training and enter ‘Sharing Accounts’ in the search box.

Using Vendor and Grantee Flags on the Profile
Record
The Profile record has four check boxes: Profile is Vendor, Profile is Grantee, Profile is Donor, and Profile is
Student. If the Profile record is also a Profile record in FIMS, these fields are checked if they have donor,
grantee, vendor, and/or student extensions associated to their Profile record in FIMS.
If the Profile is not an existing Profile in FIMS, checking either of these boxes flags the Profile to be added to
FIMS along with the appropriate extension.
TIP: Formore information about FIMS integration, see Integration with FIMS.

Working with FIMS Information
The Profile record contains a section called FIMS Information which provides valuable information about the
Profile record you are viewing and related FIMS information.

The following table provides descriptions for the fields in this section.

Field Name Type Description

FIMS
Status

Read-
only
field

The current state of the Profile record in FIMS.

Profile to be
added to
FIMS

Read-
only
field

This field contains a checkmark when the Pro-
file record has been flagged to be added into
FIMS. See Integration with FIMS to learn when
a Profile record obtains this flag.
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Field Name Type Description

Closed/Won
Opps for Pro-
file

Read-
only
field

The total number of Closed/WonOpportunities
associated to the Profile record. Closed/Won
Opportunity is when the probability has
reached 100% andwas a success. When this
field reaches 1, the Profile record is auto-
matically flagged to be added into FIMS if it is
not a Profile in FIMS already.

FIMS ID
Read-
only
field

The FIMS ID if the Profile record is also a
record in FIMS.

FIMS
Create Date

Read-
only
field

The date the record was created in FIMS.

FIMS Last
Modified

Read-
only
field

The date when the record was last modified in
FIMS.

TIP: Formore information about FIMS integration, see Integration with FIMS.

Creating Alternate Addresses for Profiles
The Alternate Addresses related list displays alternate addresses for the Profile record. You can use Alternate
Addresses to store additional mailing addresses such as a work address, summer home, winter home or other
temporary address.
If you assign an Alternate Address record a Begin and End date andmark that address to Allow Mail, the
address automatically populates the Current Mailing Address fields in the Profile record during the date range.
After the End Date has passed, the Current Mailing Address reverts back to the Primary Address information.
Using the Current Mailing Address fields allows you to use themost current mailing address information for
the Profile record. Refer to the All Ind & OrgMailing (No Households) report in theMailing Reports folder for an
example of this.
If you select Recurring, the Alternate Address information populates the Current Mailing Address fields every
year between the selected dates.
If the Profile record is a record in MicroEdge FIMS CRM and FIMS, Alternate Address records associated to
the Profile record are created and updated in both systems.
TIP: Formore information about FIMS integration, Integration with FIMS.
To create an Alternate Address record:

1. From the Profile record, scroll down to the Alternate Addresses related list or click Alternate
Addresses at the top of the page.

2. Click New Alternate Address.
3. Enter the address information. If the address is temporary, select the Begin and End dates.
4. Click Save.
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If the address had a Begin and End date and the Allow Mail checkbox is selected, this address pop-
ulates the Current Mailing Address fields for the Profile record during the selected dates.

Creating Relationships Between Profiles
The Relationships related list displays the relationships between the Profile record you are currently viewing
and other Profile records. The Relationship Type defines how the profiles are related to one another. The
Related Profile field is a lookup field that allows you to search for related Profiles and define the inverse rela-
tionship type.
As soon as the Relationship record is created and saved, the system automatically creates an additional Rela-
tionship record on the related Profile’s record.
If the Profile record is a record in MicroEdge FIMS CRM and FIMS, Relationship records associated to the
Profile record are created and updated in both systems.
TIP: Formore information about FIMS integration, see Integration with FIMS.
To create a Relationship record:

1. From the Profile where you want to initiate the Relationship record, scroll down to the Relationships
related list or click Relationships at the top of the page.

2. Click New Relationship.
3. Complete the information and select the Relator and Inverse Relationship.
4. Click Save.

Two Relationship records are created if you identified a Related Profile. One Relationship record is
added to the Profile record you are viewing and another is added to the Related Profile record.

Creating a Relationship Associated to Group Codes
When you create a relationship between two Profile records in MicroEdge FIMS CRM and save it, MicroEdge
FIMS CRM automatically adds any group code associated to the relationship type. When you click View
Relationship Groups, these relationships that share the same group code are grouped together.

Viewing Relationship Groups
You can view the relationship groups for any Profile record by clicking View Relationship Groups at the top of
a profile. This displays the relationships by group code to which the Profile is associated.
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Understanding Profile Affiliations
Affiliations allow you to tag Profile records with specific attributes indicating how they interact with the organ-
ization. Affiliations let you group or segment Profiles which you can use for creating reports or mailing lists.
In the Profile Record, the Profile Affiliations related list allows you to link an Affiliation Code to a Profile
Record. To use this linkingmechanism, the Affiliation Codes must already be created in the Affiliations tab.

The Profile Affiliation record links together the Affiliation Code and the Profile record.
In MicroEdge FIMS CRM, the Affiliations tab lets you create Affiliation Codes. Affiliation Codes can be stand-
alone codes or you can associate them to a parent Affiliation Code by using the Affiliation Group/Parent field.
When viewing an Affiliation Code that is a parent of other Affiliation Codes, you can view the associated Affil-
iation Codes that are the children to that parent code.
In essence, you can create a hierarchy of Affiliation Codes with as many parents as necessary. The
MicroEdge FIMS CRM system does not represent this in a tree structure as it does in FIMS. But as in FIMS,
when you associate a Profile record to an Affiliation Code that has multiple levels of parents (or groups), the
Profile record inherits all levels.
The following Affiliation Code structure provides an example:

Affiliation Code Affiliation Group/Parent

Colors -none-

Primary Colors Colors

Red Primary Colors

Brick Red Red

Green Primary Colors

Blue Primary Colors

Purple Colors
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l If a Profile record is associated to the Affiliation Code Red, the Profile record automatically inherits its
parents: Primary Colors and Colors.

l If a Profile record is associated to the Affiliation Code Primary Colors, the Profile record automatically
inherits its Parent: Colors.

l If a Profile record is associated to the Affiliation Code Purple, the Profile record automatically inherits
its Parent: Colors.

l If a Profile record is associated to the Affiliation Code Brick Red, the Profile record automatically inher-
its its parents: Red, Primary Colors and Colors.

Affiliation Codes and Profile Affiliation records are created and updated in bothMicroEdge FIMS CRM and
FIMS systems.
TIP: Formore information about FIMS integration, see Integration with FIMS.

Creating Affiliation Codes
To create an Affiliation Code:

1. In the force.com app drop-downmenu, click theAdministration Codes application and then click the
Affiliations tab.

2. Click New.
3. Enter theCode Name and Description.

Tip: If the Affiliation Code has a parent, use the lookup icon to search for the Affiliation Group/Parent.
TheMaintained By field is a field tracked in FIMS and is available for tracking in MicroEdge FIMS
CRM. If the code was created in FIMS and is flagged as temporary, the Temporary checkbox is selec-
ted in MicroEdge FIMS CRM.

4. Click Save.

NOTE: MicroEdge FIMS CRM does not provide the same utility as FIMS for deleting temporary Affiliation
Codes from Profile records. Youmust perform this action in FIMS if you want to remove all temporary Affil-
iation Codes from Profile records.

Associating an Affiliation to a Profile
To associate an Affiliation to a Profile record:

1. Access the Profile record to which you want to add the Affiliation Code and scroll down to the Profile
Affiliations section.

2. Locate the desired affiliation in theAvailable Affiliations list and click it to move it to theProfile Affil-
iations list.

3. Click theSave Profile Affiliations button on top.

The affiliation is added to the Profile record. By selecting an Affiliation that has one or more parents,
those parent Affiliation Codes are automatically added to the Profile record as well.

NOTE: Any changes to Affiliations and their group/parent Affiliations will automatically update associated Pro-
file Affiliation records.

Managing Households
Households allow you to group Profile records tomail to a household address instead of each individual mem-
ber of the household.
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Each Profile record has a Household section within the Profile detail where you can create a Household dir-
ectly from the Head of Household Profile record or associate the Profile record to a Household.

Household records require a Profile record to be designated as Head of Household. The system automatically
uses the HeadOf Household’s Current Mailing Address fields to populate the Household address information
unless otherwise indicated. These addresses will always be in sync as long as the Always Sync Address with
HOH Address checkbox is selected. As soon as this checkbox is cleared, the Household address is sep-
arated from the Head of Household’s address. You can always select the checkbox to sync the Household
address back with the Head of Household’s Current Mailing Address.
If the Head of Household’s Profile record has a Default Salutation, upon creating the Household, the system
automatically populates the Household Salutation field with this Default Salutation. The HouseholdMailing
Label is also populated with the Head of Household’s Mailing Label information.

Creating a Household Record
To create a Household Record with a Head of Household:

1. Access the Profile record that will be considered the Head of Household and scroll down to the House-
hold Information section.

2. Click Create Household.

Tip: The Household record appears and has several fields filled out by default, although these can be
edited.

3. Click Save.

The Head of Household’s Profile record is automatically added as a HouseholdMember, and the
Household Information section in the Profile record for the Head of Household contains information.

Adding members to a Household
To addmembers to a Household:

1. Access the Profile record that is to be added as a Householdmember and scroll down to the House-
hold Information section.

2. Double-click in theHousehold Association field or click Edit.
3. Click the lookup icon and search for the Household record.
4. Select the Household record.
5. Click Save.

NOTE: If the Household record that the Profile is being associated to has the Use Household Address for Mail-
ing checkbox selected, then the SendMail to Household checkbox is selected in the Profile.
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TIP: ToChange the Head of Household Profile, locate the Household record and edit the record, replacing the
Head of Household Profile record with the new Profile record. After you save this information, the original
Head of Household is demoted to amember of the Household. If they no longer belong in the Household
record, you can delete their association to the Household. If the Household salutation andMailing Label need
to be changed, youmust manually update that information.
TIP:We recommend that you create Households directly from within the Profile record that will be the Head of
Household rather than through the Households tab.

Creating Mailing Reports
To pull Profiles and Households into amailing list, you can use two reports. In the Reports tab (found in the
Analytics application), there is a public folder calledMailing Reports.
If you aremailing to Individual Profiles and Households, you should use the following reports: All IndMailing
(No Households) and the HouseholdMailing Report. By combining these two reports, you will get all Indi-
vidual Profiles where the SendMail to Household checkbox is not selected. The HouseholdMailing report
provides you with all Households.
If you aremailing to Individual andOrganization Profiles and Households, you should use the following
reports: All Ind & OrgMailing (No Households) and the HouseholdMailing Report.
You can further refine these reports by filtering on specific criteria.
TIP: Formore information, click Help & Training and enter ‘Customizing Reports’ in the search box.

Understanding Opportunities
Opportunities are types of records in MicroEdge FIMS CRM that allow you to track giving opportunities asso-
ciated to a Profile. For managing prospects, Opportunities allow you to build a pipeline of activity which con-
tributes to a forecast. This is sometimes referred to as ‘Moves Management.’ Opportunities are also used in
conjunction with Event records to track payment status of a registration, donation or sponsorship.
You can use theOpportunities related list in the Profile record to view any associated Opportunities to the Pro-
file record.
TIP: Formore information about Opportunities & Prospect Management, see Donor Prospect Management.
For more information about Opportunities & Event Management, see Event Management.

Viewing Related List Information
TheGift History, Gift Summary, and Fund Associations related lists in the Profile record display read-only
information from FIMS. You cannot create records in these related lists, you can only view them.
TheGift History related list displays individual transactions associated to the Profile record. TheGift Sum-
mary related list displays summary level information by year for the Profile record. The Fund Associations
related list displays a list of the funds that are associated with the Profile in FIMS.
TIP: Formore information about FIMS integration, see Integration with FIMS.

Working with Task and Appointment Activities
Activities include Tasks and Appointments. You can define and track activities for many different records,
including Profiles, Events, and Leads.
Activities display in related lists on associated records as well as on the Home tab. When creating an activity,
you can describe the activity and specify attributes such as priority, due date, and status.
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Historical activities are displayed in bothMicroEdge FIMS CRM and FIMS, and display as closed Contacts in
FIMS.
NOTE: TheMicroEdge FIMS CRM standard term for Appointments is Events. This standard term was
changed to Appointments to eliminate confusion from Event Management.

Sending Email to a Profile
To send an email to an Individual Profile record, click Send an Email in the Activity History related list of a Pro-
file. Emails sent via this button are listed in the Activity History list of the related records. The Activity History
item displays as "Email: [Subject].” You can click the email subject to view the body of the email. Attach-
ments are not stored with the email.
NOTE: Themaximum for files attached to an email is 10MB.
TIP: Formore information, click Help & Training and enter ‘Send Email’ in the search box.

Creating Notes and Attachments
You can create notes and add attachments from the Notes & Attachments related list.
NOTE: Notes and attachments are not synced between FIMS andMicroEdge FIMS CRM.
To create a note:

1. Click New Note in the Notes & Attachments related list of a record.
2. Specify a Title of the note and add comments in the Body field. This field can contain up to 32 KB of

data.
3. Click Save.

NOTE: You can also add an attachment in the Notes & Attachments related list. The size limit for an attached
file is 5MB.
TIP: Formore information, click Help & Training and enter ‘Notes & Attachments’ in the search box.
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Integration with FIMS
This chapter explains how MicroEdge FIMS CRM data integrates with FIMS data.

Overview of MicroEdge FIMS CRM and FIMS Integ-
ration
While MicroEdge FIMS CRM is a stand-alone CRM platform for managing constituent activities and inter-
actions, theMicroEdge FIMS CRM template provides direct integration with FIMS. Integration between these
two systems focuses on the Profile record and all of the related information associated to the Profile record.
Profile record information can be created, edited andmanaged in both systems while the integration pro-
cesses keeps the information up-to-date in both systems.
The following sections describe the integration areas of the Profile record and provides summary level inform-
ation on how the integration processes have been developed.

Integrating Profile Records
The following information describes how Profile record information is recorded in FIMS andMicroEdge FIMS
CRM.

Creating Profile records
l Profile records can be created inMicroEdge FIMS CRM or FIMS.
l All Profile records created in FIMS are automatically created inMicroEdge FIMS CRM.
l Not all Profile records that are created inMicroEdge FIMS CRM are created in FIMS. Only Profile
records with a special flag are created in FIMS. This flag indicates that the Profile record should be cre-
ated in FIMS.

l A Profile record created inMicroEdge FIMS CRM is flagged to be created in FIMS when at least one of
the following is true:

o The Profile record has at least one Closed/WonOpportunity. A Closed/WonOpportunity is an
Opportunity record associated to the Profile record that has a probability of 100% and the stage
is either Gift/Payment Received, No Payment Required (for event-related Opportunities) or
Ask-Accepted (for donor prospecting Opportunities).

o The Profile record has the fields Profile is a Vendor, Profile is a Grantee, Profile is Donor, or Pro-
file is Student selected.

o The user manually clicks theCreate Profile in FIMS button.

l If a Profile record in MicroEdge FIMS CRM is flagged to be created in FIMS, the field in theMicroEdge
FIMS CRM Profile record, Profile to be added to FIMS, is selected. Once the Profile record is created
in FIMS, this field is disabled.

l When Profile records are created in each system, the FIMS ID appears in the Profile record in
MicroEdge FIMS CRM.

l Profile records are created in either system based on the schedule you choose.
l Gift records (transaction records) are NOT automatically created in FIMS for Profile records in
MicroEdge FIMS CRM that have anOpportunity record that is Closed/Won. Youmust manually create
these in FIMS either by importing data into FIMS from aMicroEdge FIMS CRM report export or enter
the record directly into FIMS.
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l The address fields in the Contact Information section of the Profile record in MicroEdge FIMS CRM
maps directly to the address fields in the Profile 1 Tab in FIMS.

Updating Profile record details
l You can update Profile fields in either MicroEdge FIMS CRM or FIMS. If the Profile record exists in
both systems, the data is updated in the other system.

l Edited Profile fields are updated in the other system based on the schedule you choose.

Deleting Profile records
l If you delete Profile records in FIMS, the corresponding Profile record in MicroEdge FIMS CRM is also
deleted.

l Profile records in MicroEdge FIMS CRM that do NOT have a corresponding Profile record in FIMS can
be deleted.

l Profile records in MicroEdge FIMS CRM that do have a corresponding Profile record in FIMS can only
be deleted in FIMS. You will receive an alert if you try to delete these Profile records fromMicroEdge
FIMS CRM.

Individual and Organization Profile field mapping table
The following table highlights the correspondingMicroEdge FIMS CRM and FIMS Individual andOrganization
Profile field names.

MicroEdge FIMS CRM Field Name FIMS Field Name

Profile Detail Fields

Profile Record Type
Type: Individual

Individual

Profile Record Type
Type: Organization

Organization

Active
Value: Yes

Active

Active
Value: No

Inactive

Address 1 Address1

Address 2 Address2

Allow Mail Allow Mail

Title Title Code

Mobile Cellular
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MicroEdge FIMS CRM Field Name FIMS Field Name

City City

Country Country

County County

Created By Profile Added

Last Modified By Changed

Fax Fax

FIMS ID Record ID

First Name First

Home Phone HomePhone

Last Name Last

Middle Initial M.I.

Nickname Nickname

Organization Name Organization

Prefix Prefix

Solicit Solicit

SpouseMobile Spouse Cellular

Spouse Email Spouse Email

Spouse First Name Spouse First

Spouse Last Name Spouse Last

SpouseM.I. SpouseM.I.

Spouse Nickname Spouse Nickname

Spouse Prefix Spouse Prefix

Spouse Suffix Spouse Suffix

SpouseWork Phone SpouseWork Phone

State State
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MicroEdge FIMS CRM Field Name FIMS Field Name

Suffix Suffix

Website Web Site

Work Ext. Ext

Work Phone Work Phone

ZIP ZIP

Salutation Fields

Formal Individual FI (build code)

Formal Spouse FS (build code)

Informal Individual II (build code)

Informal Spouse IS (build code)

Formal Spouse FS (build code)

Default Salutation Default Salutation

Integrating Alternate Addresses
The following information describes how Alternate Address information is recorded in FIMS andMicroEdge
FIMS CRM.

Creating Alternate Address records
l You can create Alternate Address records in MicroEdge FIMS CRM or FIMS.
l All Alternate Address records created in FIMS are automatically created as Alternate Address records
for the corresponding Profile records in MicroEdge FIMS CRM.

l Not all Alternate Address records created inMicroEdge FIMS CRM are created in FIMS. Only Altern-
ate Address records that have a corresponding Profile record in FIMS are created in FIMS.

l When you create records in either system and these records are created in the other system, the FIMS
ID (identifying record ID) appears in the Alternate Address record in MicroEdge FIMS CRM.

l Alternate Address records are created in either system based on a schedule you choose.

Updating Alternate Address records
l You can update Alternate Address fields in either MicroEdge FIMS CRM or FIMS. If the Alternate
Address record exists in both systems, the data is updated in the other system.

l Edited Alternate Address fields are updated in the other system based on a schedule you choose.
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Deleting Alternate Address records
l If you delete an Alternate Address record in FIMS, the corresponding Alternate Address record in
MicroEdge FIMS CRM is also deleted.

l If you delete an Alternate Address record in MicroEdge FIMS CRM, and it has a corresponding Profile
record in FIMS, the corresponding Alternate Address record is deleted in FIMS.

Alternate Address field mapping table
The following table highlights the correspondingMicroEdge FIMS CRM and FIMS Alternate Address field
names.

MicroEdge FIMS CRM Field Name FIMS Field Name

Address Type Type

Address Line 1 Address1

Address Line 2 Address2

Allow Mail Allow Mail

Begin Begins

End Ends

City City

Country Country

County County

Email Email

Fax Fax

FIMS ID Record ID

HomePhone HomePhone

Profile *not displayed

Recurring Recurs

Salesforce Create Date Address Added

Salesforce Last Modified Changed

State/Province State

Work Ext Ext
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MicroEdge FIMS CRM Field Name FIMS Field Name

Work Phone Work Phone

ZIP/Postal Code ZIP

Integrating Relationships
The following information describes how Relationship information is recorded in FIMS andMicroEdge FIMS
CRM.

Creating Relationship records
l You can create Relationship records in MicroEdge FIMS CRM or FIMS.
l All Relationship records created in FIMS are automatically created as Relationship records for the cor-
responding Profile records in MicroEdge FIMS CRM.

l Not all Relationship records created inMicroEdge FIMS CRM are created in FIMS. Only Relationship
records that have a corresponding Profile record in FIMS are created in FIMS.

l When you create the records in either system, and they are passed to the other system, the FIMS ID
(identifying record ID) appears in the Relationship record in MicroEdge FIMS CRM.

l Relationship records are created in either system based on a schedule you choose.

Updating Relationship records
l You can update Relationship fields in either MicroEdge FIMS CRM or FIMS. If the Relationship record
exists in both systems, the data is updated in the other system.

l Edited Relationship fields are updated in the other system based on a schedule you choose.

Deleting Relationship records
l If you delete a Relationship record in FIMS, the corresponding Relationship record in MicroEdge FIMS
CRM is also deleted.

l If you delete a Relationship record in MicroEdge FIMS CRM, and it has a corresponding Profile record
in FIMS, the corresponding Relationship record is deleted in FIMS.

Additional information about Grantees/Vendor Contacts
When you create a new profile in FIMS and that profile is a grantee/vendor, the contact name on the profile
becomes a contact person with a GC relationship.
In MicroEdge FIMS CRM, when you enable the Profile is a Grantee or Profile is Vendor checkbox on a newly
created Organization profile and save it, MicroEdge FIMS CRM automatically flags this organization to be cre-
ated in FIMS. During the integration process with FIMS, a GC relationship record is created between the
organization profile and the contact name on the profile. The contact name appears on the relationship record.

Relationship field mapping table
The following table highlights the correspondingMicroEdge FIMS CRM and FIMS Relationship field names.
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MicroEdge FIMS CRM Field Name FIMS Field Name

Profile Relator

Related Profile Relatee

Relationship Type Relationship

Comments Comments

Group Code Group Code

Inverse Relationship Type

Title Code Bus Type

Email Email

GC First Name First

Grantee Contact Relationship Grantee Contact

Ext Ext

Phone Phone

GC Last Name Last Name

Middle Initial MI

Prefix Prefix

Primary Contact Primary Contact

Salutation Salutation

Suffix Suffix

Integrating Affiliations
The following information describes how Affiliation information is recorded in FIMS andMicroEdge FIMS
CRM.

l The Affiliations tab corresponds to the Affiliation CodeMaintenance table in FIMS.

Creating Affiliation Codes
l You can create Affiliation Codes inMicroEdge FIMS CRM or FIMS.
l All Affiliation Codes created in FIMS are automatically created as Affiliation Codes inMicroEdge FIMS
CRM.
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l Newly created Affiliation Codes inMicroEdge FIMS CRM are automatically created as Affiliations
Codes in FIMS.

l When you create records in either system and they are passed to the other system, the FIMS ID (identi-
fying record ID) appears in the Affiliation record in MicroEdge FIMS CRM.

l Affiliation Code records are created in either system based on a schedule you choose.

Updating Affiliation Codes
l You can update Affiliation record fields in either MicroEdge FIMS CRM or FIMS. If the Affiliation record
exists in both systems, the data is updated in the other system.

l Edited Affiliation fields are updated in the other system based on a schedule you choose.

Deleting Affiliation Codes
l In FIMS, you cannot delete Affiliation Codes unless they have no association to a Profile. You have to
remove the code from all Profiles and then delete them.

l In MicroEdge FIMS CRM, you can only delete an Affiliation record if it does not have any Profile Affil-
iation records associated to it.

Creating Profile Affiliation records
l You can create Profile Affiliation records in MicroEdge FIMS CRM or FIMS.
l All Profile Affiliation records created in FIMS are automatically created as Profile Affiliation records in
MicroEdge FIMS CRM.

l New Profile Affiliations records created inMicroEdge FIMS CRM are only created in FIMS if there is a
corresponding Profile record in FIMS.

l When you create records in either system and they are created in the other system, the FIMS ID (identi-
fying record ID) appears in the Profile Affiliation record in MicroEdge FIMS CRM.

l Profile Affiliation records are created in either system based on a schedule you choose.

Updating Profile Affiliation records
l You can update Profile Affiliation fields in either MicroEdge FIMS CRM or FIMS. If the Profile Affiliation
record exists in both systems, the data is updated in the other system.

l Edited Profile Affiliation fields are updated in the other system based on a schedule you choose.

Deleting Profile Affiliation records
l If you delete a Profile Affiliation record in FIMS, the corresponding Profile Affiliation record in
MicroEdge FIMS CRM is also deleted.

l If you delete a Profile Affiliation record in MicroEdge FIMS CRM and it has a corresponding Profile
record in FIMS, the corresponding Profile Affiliation record is deleted in FIMS.

Affiliation field mapping table
The following table highlights the correspondingMicroEdge FIMS CRM and FIMS Affiliation field names.
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MicroEdge FIMS CRM Field Name FIMS Field Name

CodeName Affiliation Code

Description Description

Affiliation Group Affiliation Group

Maintained By Maintained By

Temporary Temporary

Profile Affiliation field mapping table
The following table highlights the correspondingMicroEdge FIMS CRM and FIMS Profile Affiliation field
names.

MicroEdge FIMS CRM Field Name FIMS Field Name

Affiliation Affiliation Code

Profile Profile ID

Gift History, Gift Summary & Fund Associations
The following information describes how Gift History, Gift Summary & Fund Association information is recor-
ded in FIMS andMicroEdge FIMS CRM.

l New gift records in FIMS is updated inMicroEdge FIMS CRM two times per day.
l Gift Summary information in FIMS is updated inMicroEdge FIMS CRM two times per day.
l Fund Association records in FIMS is updated inMicroEdge FIMS CRM two times per day.

Integrating Activities (Contact)
The following information describes how Activity (Contact) information is recorded in FIMS andMicroEdge
FIMS CRM.

l Historical tasks, appointments, emails, logged calls are passed from FIMS toMicroEdge FIMS CRM.
This does not include open tasks and appointments.

l Historical tasks, appointments, emails, logged calls are passed fromMicroEdge FIMS CRM to FIMS if
there is a corresponding Profile record in FIMS.

l Notes are not passed betweenMicroEdge FIMS CRM and FIMS. These are kept separately in both
systems.

l Activities/contacts are only synchronized and sent to the other system after they are closed. Open
activities/contacts only reside in the system where they were created.

Activities (Contact) field mapping table
The following table highlights the correspondingMicroEdge FIMS CRM and FIMS Profile Activities (Contact)
field names.
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MicroEdge FIMS CRM Field Name FIMS Field Name

Subject Contact Type

Related To ID Code

Contact ID Code

Comments Comments

Due Date Date

Integrating Additional Administration Codes
The force.com apps drop-downmenu contains an application called Administration Codes. This application
has the following tabs: Affiliations, Group Codes, Relationship Codes, Address Types, County Codes and
Title Codes. With the exception of the Affiliations tab, these tabs display information directly from FIMS.
You cannot create Group Codes, Relationship Codes, Address Types, County Codes and Title Codes within
MicroEdge FIMS CRM. These codes can only be created andmanaged within FIMS. Through integration with
MicroEdge FIMS CRM, they will display as read-only records and will be available for use throughout
MicroEdge FIMS CRM. For example, in the Profile record you can use the Title Code field to search for avail-
able codes from the Title Code table in MicroEdge FIMS CRM.
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The FIMS CRM 2.1 or Later Syncing Pro-
cess
NOTE: The process described below requires use of FIMS CRM 2.1 with FIMS 14.12 (or later).
For FIMS CRM 2.1, the sync process was updated to bemore effective and providemore feedback.

What changed in version 2.1?
1. Two new tables, the IntegrationRun and IntegrationStat, now capture informative data on the sync pro-

cess. This data in turn provides users with the option to sync back to the last successful sync date or
to a user defined date.

2. Users can create a custommapping record to sync information in the way they want. The new map-
ping record includes syncing to Field Maker fields.

3. If a record errors during the sync, a Redo record is created. The system will try to sync the record that
errored out at the next sync.

4. New fields will start syncing over automatically.

New tables
Every time the sync runs, an IntegrationRun record is created for reporting and tracking. The IntegrationRun
holds information about the sync. Also when information is actually being synced a record for tracking that
also created called the IntegrationStat. These two new tables will be discussed later.

Sync Back
There is a field on the IntegrationRun record used to indicate if the sync was successful or not. There is also a
date field. The sync will find the last successful sync using the new IntegrationRun table.
A new menu option has been added to the Tools/System Utilities/SalesForce called Resync Form that allows
the user to pick a date that goes past the last successful date to sync from.

Mapping Records
A new menu option has been added to the Tools/System Utilities/SalesForce called SalesForce Sync Map-
ping. This new option allows you to edit how the current tables sync. You can also add amapping here to sync
Field Maker fields.
This will be discussed inmore detail later.

Redo Records
If a record in FIMS or Salesforce CRM errors out and doesn’t sync, a Sync Redo Record is created. The sync
process now goes through every Sync Redo Record that has not processed and will try to sync the record(s)
that had an error.

New fields and tables Available for the Sync Process
The following new tables are now included in the sync:

l Notepad (Profile – Notes)
l Fund-note (Fund – Notes)

The following new fields will sync:
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l Profile – Title
l Fund – Established Date
l Fund – Establishing Gift
l Fund – Yearbook
l Gift History – Gift Batch
l Gift History – Gift Comment
l Contact – Fund ID

Syncing Options and Tools
If you have FIMS 14.12 or later installed, the following System Options and Tools will be available to help you
manage the syncing process between FIMS and FIMS CRM.

System Options
There are three system options under the Salesforce section.

System Option Description

CRM_Sync_Threshold
This can be a value from 0 to 100 and represents the per-
centage of records that can contain errors for the sync run
to be considered a failure.
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Last_Run_Threshold
If the last successful run was more than this number of
days, then a popup box would appear on login to notify the
user that a run was not successful.

Notify_User Comma delimited list of user(s) who would receive the
notification.

The screen below is the notification that a user will receive.

The FIMS CRM Menu
To access the FIMS CRM utilities, go to: Tools/System Utilities/FIMS CRM in FIMS.
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The oldmenu option “Sync to SalesForce” has been changed to FIMS CRM.
NOTE: The themenu option for “Sales Force Initial Load” available in FIMS prior to 14.1.2 has been removed.
The initial load is only needed for the setup of a new FIMS CRM client. This utility will be used by MicroEdge
technical staff.
Under Tools/System Utilities/FIMS CRM there will be 9 new menu choices.

l FIMS CRM Sync Mapping
l Sync Statistics
l Sync Statistics History Report
l Sync History Statistics
l Redo Sync Maintenance
l Resync From
l Mark FIMS Records for Sync
l FIMS CRM Affiliation Analysis
l FIMS to FIMS CRMCompare

FIMS CRM Sync Mapping
Here you will be able to override the default sync mapping and add in new mappings that do not exist. This is
also where Fieldmaker fields will need to bemapped.
If there are no connections, then the sync will use the default mappings that already exist.
Please refer to the document “FIMS CRM 2.1 - FIMS FIELDS THAT SYNC WITH CRM” to identify what
fields are set as default, plus themapping direction.
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To override a default mapping:

1. Click theNew button. The drop down boxes will clear and Save/Cancel buttons will appear.
2. Select the Salesforce object and field that you would like to override.
3. The FIMS table and field will automatically update to the correct values.
4. Next pick the direction you would like to sync. The four directions are, “Both, FIMS to CRM, CRM to

FIMS, Don’t Sync”.

l Both – A Change on either FIMS or FIMS CRMwill sync.
l FIMS to CRM –Only changes in FIMS will sync to FIMS CRM.
l CRM to FIMS –Only changes in FIMS CRMwill sync to FIMS.
l Don’t Sync – Changes will not sync to FIMS or FIMS CRM.

5. Once you are done, click the Save button to create a new connection. The Salesforce API Namewill
be listed in the Connections list to display the new connection.

For Fieldmaker fields or fields that are not syncing currently with the default mapping, you will need to know
the Salesforce API name.

1. Pick the FIMS table and field you would like to start syncing to FIMS CRM. The Salesforce object
should update to the correct object unless you are picking a FieldMaker field.

2. Since this is a new field to sync, you will need to type in the field name.
3. Check the “Type In Field Name” box and a fill box will appear where you will need to type in the exact

Salesforce API name. The sync needs this Salesforce API name to know what syncs to what. If the
Salesforce API name is incorrect, then an error will occur during the sync.
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The Connections list in the upper left is a list of mappings that were created by a user. This list displays all
overrides, FieldMaker mappings, and new mappings. No default mappings will be displayed.
The Notes box is where you can record any supporting comments or documentation to help describe each con-
nection. Each connection will have its ownNotes field.

Sync Statistics
The Sync Statistics option shows the last time a sync to FIMS CRMwas attempted and the last time a sync
was successful.
A percentage is used to determine if the sync was successful or not. That percentage is based on the number
of records that error out during the sync. If the percentage is lower than the percent set in the system options
for the “CRM_Sync_Threshold” under the SalesForce section, it is considered a ‘successful’ sync. If the per-
centage is higher than the value set in the systems options, it will not be a ‘successful’ sync.
For example, a sync had a hundred records to sync over to FIMS CRM. But eleven of those records had errors
and didn’t sync, the percent of records that had an error is 11%. If my “CRM_Sync_Threshold” is set to be
10%, then this sync would have been unsuccessful. But if my “CRM Sync_Threshold is set to 15% then the
sync would have been successful.
As seen in the screenbelow, it will also display the total number of syncs that were run in the last seven days
and indicates how many were successful. If the total number of syncs do not equal the total number of suc-
cessful syncs, then a warningmessage will appear at the bottom of this window.
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Sync Statistics History Report
The Sync Statistics History Report will list every sync in the date range defined by the user.
The report will include the Run ID, Date, Time, and the success status indicated by Yes or No
The details for each sync are displayed in two columns under the header of each Run. Each columnwill
include; the number of records that were read, created, updated or deleted, and the number of errors for
records of each table that had at least one record in the sync.
The FIMS column displays the records syncing from FIMS to FIMS CRM.
The FIMS CRM column displays the records syncing from FIMS CRM to FIMS.
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Sync History Statistics
The Sync History Statistics is similar to the Sync Statistics History report, but the information is displayed on
the screen instead of in a report layout.
By putting in a date range for the start and end date then clicking theGet Syncs button, a list of syncs will
show up on the scroll box in the top right.
Each item in the list is composed of the Run ID and Date of the sync. Selecting an item in the list will populate
the grid on the bottom with details of the sync and theSuccess, Completion, andRun By fields.
Each line in the grid represents a table that had at lease one record that tried to sync during that run.
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Redo Sync Maintenance
The Redo Sync Maintenance shows each record that will try to resync the next time the sync is run. These
redo records come from either the records that errored out during the sync or from theMark FIMS Records for
Sync utility.
You can also remove any Redo records you do not want to be resynced.
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Resync From
The Resync From utility allows you to define a date for the sync to go back to in order to gather any updates to
sync between FIMS and FIMS CRM.
The normal sync process determines if the last sync, or last successful sync, is further back in time and uses
that date to sync.
If something happens where the sync missed changes in the past week, this utility can set the sync date back
a week and then the Sync process will sync everything that was modified from aweek ago.
NOTE: The sync doesn’t apply every iterative change to the fields, but will know a change happened and it
will select the current value to sync.
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Mark FIMS Records for Sync
TheMark FIMS Records for Sync utility will create a subset of records to sync next time the sync is sched-
uled to run based on the given criteria. IDCodes and /or Dates can be used to specific which records from
FIMS to include in the sync to FIMS CRM.
The Table drop down box has the list of tables that can be synced.
If it is necessary to gather every record associated to a profile then check the “Mark All Tables to Sync” box
at the bottom.
For example if a person’s profile is missing in CRM, then so are the affiliation, relationships, contacts, and so
on. Instead of doing each table separately, the “Mark All Tables to Sync” will include all of them for that profile.
NOTE: This is a one-way synchronization for FIMS records to sync to FIMS CRM. Alsomarking FIMS
records that already are synced correctly will not change anything.

Once all the selections are picked, hit Apply and then amessage will come up saying how many records
weremarked to be synced.
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FIMS CRM Affiliation Analysis
The FIMS CRM Affiliation Analysis report is the same as the Profile Affiliation Analysis report, with the dif-
ference being that the group counts are from FIMS CRM.
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FIMS to FIMS CRM Compare
The FIMS to FIMS CRMCompare utility will show any differences of records between the two environments.
The selection screen provides the user with all the code tables available to choose for the comparison. Users
can also chose a single table to compare. The code tables have a smaller number of records, so doing them all
at once is not difficult to display.

Table This radio button enables the table drop down box. In the drop down box will be all the
tables available to select.

Codes Select this radio button to compare only codes.

Show Only
Differences

This check box can be used to show just the differences between FIMS and FIMS CRM;
meaning what is different from one to the other.

Compare SF
IDs This option will do a compare on the Salesforce IDs.

Here is an example of the report doing a compare on the Profile table.
There is a column for the ID and then a column for the Compare Result.
Under the compare result will be a short description stating one of the following:

l In Both FIMS and SF
l In FIMS Not in SF
l In SF Not in FIMS
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Donor Prospect Management
This chapter provides information onmanaging prospects, and describes how to create and convert Leads. A
Lead is a prospect or potential opportunity.

Overview of Prospect Management
MicroEdge FIMS CRM provides you with tools and workflow processes tomanage and cultivate donor pro-
spects. MicroEdge FIMS CRM can track interactions, stages, ask amounts, emails and other important
information throughout the prospecting process. Several areas of MicroEdge FIMS CRM are used for donor
prospecting processes. The following chapter provides an overview of each of these areas.

Understanding Leads
Leads help you track potential prospects and provide a streamlinedmethod for managing the various stages of
cultivating these prospects.
A Lead is a prospect or potential opportunity. You can enter Leads manually in the Leads tab or import Leads.
Creating a new prospect as a Lead allows you to qualify the prospect beforemoving it into amore structured
prospecting process. After you qualify a Lead to confirm that it is a real opportunity, you can then convert it
into a Profile and anOpportunity.
TIP:Web-to-Lead forms are another way of capturing Leads using a form that can be placed on an organ-
ization’s website. Web-to-Lead forms can only be created with the proper administrator permissions.
MicroEdge Technical Support can provide additional information about this. You can also find additional inform-
ation on how to set up aWeb-to-Lead form by clicking Help & Training and entering ‘Web-to-Lead’ in the
search box.

Creating Leads
You can add Leads manually, or import them.

Adding Leads manually
1. Click the Leads tab and then click New.
2. Enter applicable information for the Lead. The Lead Status field is automatically set to the default

value.
3. Click Save.

TIP:When youmanually add a Lead, you are automatically assigned as the LeadOwner.

Importing Leads
With the Import My Organization’s Leads wizard, you can import up to 50,000 Leads at a time. Before you
begin, make sure to create a Leads file and double-check that the data is correct.

1. Click the Leads tab and then click Import Leads underneath Tools.
2. Follow the steps in the Lead Import Wizard.

TIP: Formore information on preparing a file for importing Leads, click Help & Training and enter ‘Importing
Data’ or ‘Creating Export Files for Importing Data’ in the search box.
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Converting Leads
Converting a Lead turns a Lead record into two entities: a Profile record and anOpportunity record. All notes
and attachments from the Lead are converted and attached to the new Profile record, while all Open Activities
and Activity History from the Lead are converted and attached to the new Profile andOpportunity. The con-
verted Lead record can no longer be viewed, although it can still contribute data to reports.
Leads should be converted when they have been qualified.
To convert a Lead:

1. Access the Lead record to be converted.
2. Click Convert at the top of the record.

Note: You can generally leave all the default fields on the page the same. The Converted Status will
always be Closed-Converted. TheOpportunity Name field can be left as is because upon conversion,
the system automatically changes the Opportunity name to show the ‘Prospect Name-[Opportunity
Create Date]’ (e.g., John Smith – 2008-07-28). You can choose to create a Task that will be associated
to the Opportunity record, although this is not required to convert the Lead.

3. Click Convert.

The Lead record is no longer available, but you now access the information in the Profile tab as well as
its associated Opportunity record.

NOTE: All Leads will be converted to Individual Profiles. All Opportunities from converted Leads use the
Donor Prospect Opportunity Record Type.
TIP: Formore information, click Help & Training and enter ‘Converting Leads’ in the search box.
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Prospect Opportunities
This chapter describes Prospect Opportunities. Opportunities allow you to track giving opportunities asso-
ciated with a Profile.

Overview of Prospect Opportunities
Opportunities are types of records that track giving opportunities associated with a Profile. For managing pro-
spects, Opportunities allow you to build a pipeline of activity which contributes to a forecast. This is some-
times referred to as Moves Management.
Opportunities are created either through a Lead conversion, as described in the previous section, or they can
bemanually created from within the Profile record.

Creating a Prospect Opportunity
To create a Donor Prospect Opportunity from a Profile Record:

1. Access the Profile record and scroll down to the Opportunities related list, or click theOpportunities
link at the top of the page.

2. Click New Prospect Opportunity.
3. Select the Type of Opportunity and enter the potential Amount you are seeking, if known.

Note: The Stage should identify the current cultivation stage for the prospect. Notice that the Prob-
ability percentage changes automatically based on the Stage selected.

4. Enter theClose Date.

Tip: The Close Date is your best estimate of when you are targeting to close the deal with the pro-
spect. This helps you in the forecasting and pipeline building of your prospects.

5. Click Save.

TheOpportunity Name automatically defaults to ‘Prospect Name-[Opportunity Create Date]’ (e.g.,
John Smith – 2008-07-28). You can update this name, if necessary.

Updating Prospect Opportunities
As the cultivation process moves forward, you can update the Stage, Probability, Amount and Close Date
within the Opportunity record. The default list of Stages for Donor Prospects and their associated probabilities
are listed below:

Stage Name Probability Type

Qualified 10% Open

Prospecting 20% Open

Engaged with Organization 30% Open

Preparation of Ask 40% Open
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Stage Name Probability Type

Ask - Under Review 60% Open

Ask - Accepted 100% Closed/Won

Ask - Denied 0% Closed/Lost

NOTE: Donor Prospect Stages in the Opportunity record can only bemodified with the proper administrator
permissions. MicroEdge Technical Support staff can create, edit and delete Stages.

Closing a Prospect Opportunity
Closing a Prospect Opportunity means you either indicate the Stage is Ask-Accepted or Ask-Denied. An Ask-
Accepted Stage places the Probability field to 100% and is considered a Closed-WonOpportunity. Setting the
Stage to Ask-Denied places the Probability field to 0% and is considered a Closed-Lost Opportunity.
All Profiles that have at least one Closed-WonOpportunity are automatically imported to FIMS unless they
are already there.
TIP: Formore information about FIMS integration, see Integration with FIMS.

Understanding Forecasts
You can use Forecasts to drill down through your forecast amounts to see the opportunities included. Users
can view their own forecasts by clicking the Forecasts tab. Users with the appropriate permissions can click
themagnifying glass icon and select another user or role to view that person’s forecast.
To view your Forecasts, click the Forecasts tab in the Analytics application.
TIP: Formore information, click Help & Training and enter ‘Forecasts’ in the search box.

Importing Donor Prospect Confirmed Gifts to FIMS
MicroEdge FIMS CRM does not automatically create gift records in FIMS when a gift has been confirmed.
However, MicroEdge FIMS CRM contains a report that provides the fields necessary for importing into FIMS
using the Gift Import utility.
To access the Gift Export Report:

1. In the Analytics application, click theReports tab.
2. In the Prospect Reports folder, select Donor Prospect Confirmed Gifts.
3. Change the Time Frame as necessary.

Tip: This report contains all Opportunity records that are Closed-Won. It eliminates any Opportunity
record that is still considered in the pipeline and not won yet.

4. Click Export Details and select CommaDelimited .csv.
5. Save the file to your hard drive.
6. Next, go to FIMS and import this file.
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Event Management
This chapter describes how tomanage Events and related activities. The Event Management application
allows you tomanage event details, registrations, sponsorships, tables, teams and volunteers.

Overview of Event Management
The Event Management application in MicroEdge FIMS CRM allows you tomanage event details, regis-
trations, sponsorships, tables, teams and volunteers. You can useOpportunities to track the registration, gift
or sponsorship information for the Event and associate them to a Profile record.

Creating Events
The Campaigns/Events tab is where you can create andmanage Events. You can also use this tab for track-
ingmarketing campaigns.
TIP: In order for a user to create and edit Campaigns/Events, he or shemust have theMarketing User check-
box selected in his or her user record.
To create an Event:

1. Click theCampaigns/Events tab in the Campaign/Event application.
2. Click New, select Event, and then click Continue.
3. Enter the Campaign/Event Name and other applicable information.

Note: The Active checkbox includes this Event in reports andmailing lists. Most likely you should
select this checkbox unless this is an Event that is far off in the future.

4. Click Save.

Understanding Event Statistics
The Event Statistics section of the Event record displays read-only statistics based on activity logged for your
Event.
The table below provides definitions for the Event Statistics fields:

Field Name Definition

Total
Contacts

The total number of Profile records that have been added as invitees
to the Event. SeeManaging Invitees and RSVP Status for more
information.

Total Leads
The total number of Lead records that have been added as invitees
to the Event. SeeManaging Invitees and RSVP Status for more
information.

Total
Responses

The total number of Profiles or Leads that have responded to the
invitation. These responses are indicated by their status. See
Managing Invitees and RSVP Status for more information.

Total
Attendee The total number of attendees for the Event.
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Field Name Definition

Count

Open
Attendee
Spaces

The number of open spaces for the Event.

Total Value
WonOppor-
tunities

The total amount won in the Event Attendance/Support related list.
This only includes records where the Gift/Payment has been
received.

Total Vendor
Expenses The total expense amount for the Event Vendors related list.

Actual Cost This field allows you to enter the entire cost of the event.

Managing Invitees and RSVP Status
If you want to create an invitation list and RSVPs for the Event, you can use theManageMembers and
Advanced Setup buttons at the top of the Event record. With these tools, you can set up different RSVP
statuses and import Profile records and Lead records into the Event to track their status.
TheManageMembers functionality allows you to associate a group of records with the Event so you can pull
them intomailing lists and reports, if you so choose.
NOTE: You should not use theManageMembers functionality to manage actual registration payments and
other support. You canmanage this payment and/or registration information in the Event Attendance/Support
related list where the system can track payment amounts, attendee counts and received/not received pay-
ment statuses. Tracking the invitation list (ManageMembers) and event payments (Event Attend-
ance/Support) are done separately.

Creating new Event Statuses
To create new Event Statuses for tracking RSVPs:

1. Click Advanced Setup at the top of the Event record.

Note: The default statuses are Sent and Responded.

2. Click Edit if you want to change those values and/or add new values such as Sent, Responded-Accep-
ted, and Responded-Denied.

Tip: The Responded checkbox determines if the status is considered a response status. Any invitees
with that status are added to the Total Responses field in the Event Statistics section.

Adding invitees to an Event
To add invitees to an Event:

1. Click theManage Members button at the top of the Event record.
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The first set of links allows you to either addmembers to the Event that are existing Profiles or Leads.
You can also choose to import Leads into the Event using a .csv file. By using this tool, you will be
importing Lead records into MicroEdge FIMS CRM and associating them directly with this Event.

2. Select one of the options on the page from the first set of links, and complete the steps as instructed.

Updating the RSVP status
To update the RSVP status for invitees:

1. Click Manage Members at the top of the Event record.

The second set of links on this page allows you to update the invitation status for one or moremem-
bers.

2. Select one of the options from the second set of links, and complete the steps as instructed.

TIP: Formore information, click Help & Training and enter ‘Manage CampaignMembers’ in the search box.

Creating Registration/Supporter Options
You can create andmanage registration options and sponsorship levels in the Registration/Supporter Options
section of an Event record. The Event Attendance/Support record includes a look up to this object so that
attendees and sponsors can be linked to a specific registration or sponsorship option.
To create anOption:

1. In the Event record, scroll down to Registration/Supporter Option related list and click New Regis-
tration/SupportOption.

2. Enter the Option Name (e.g., Gold Sponsorship Level, Member Registration).
3. Choose the Type of option: Sponsorship Level, Registration Type or Donation Level.
4. Click Save.

Adding an Event Attendance/Support Record
The Event Attendance/Support related list within an Event record uses the Opportunity functionality similar to
Donor Prospecting. A specific Opportunity Record Type is used for Events to track participation and support.
To add an Event Attendance/Support Record from the Event Record:

1. In the Event record, scroll down to the Event Attendance/Support related list and click Add
Attendee/Support.

2. Look up the Profile record associated to the payment.

Note: If you do not have a Profile record for the attendee/supporter in the system, youmust create it.

3. Select the Type and enter the Stage.

Tip: The Stage field indicates if the payment has been received or not or if no payment is required. A
Stage value of Gift/Payment Received or No Payment Required indicates a Closed-WonOpportunity
and sets the Probability to 100%. The Close Date contains the date when you have received or expect
to receive the payment or attendance information. The Attendee Count field contains a value that indic-
ates how many people are associated with the registration. You can enter a zero in this field if this
record reflects a donation to the Event but no one is attending.
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4. Click Save.

TIP: You can also add an Event Attendance/Support Opportunity record from within the Profile record. In the
Profile record, scroll down to the Opportunity related list and click Add Event Attendance/Support. Youmust
identify the Event and Event Source fields to link this record to the Event.
NOTE: A Profile record created inMicroEdge FIMS CRM is flagged to be created in FIMS if the Profile record
has at least one Closed/WonOpportunity. A Closed/WonOpportunity is anOpportunity record associated to
the Profile record that has a probability of 100% and the stage is either Gift/Payment Received, No Payment
Required (for event-related Opportunities) or Ask-Accepted (for donor prospecting Opportunities).
TIP: Formore information about FIMS integration, see Integration with FIMS.

Adding Guests to an Event
You can track guests associated to a registrant within his or her Event Attendance/Support record. When
viewing the Event Attendance/Support record, there is a related list called Guests that you can use to add and
track guest information associated to an event registration.
To add a guest:

1. In the Event record, scroll down to the Event Attendance/Support related list and locate the record with
which the guest(s) are associated.

2. Click the Opportunity Name to view the record.
3. Click Add Guest in the Guests related list.
4. Enter the guest information.

Tip: The guest record is automatically associated to the Event Attendance record and Event.

5. Click Save.

Adding Event Vendors to an Event
Event Vendors allows you to track vendors that are associated with the Event. There are two types in which
to categorize the vendor: Venue andGeneral Vendor.
When creating a Vendor record, you associate it to a Profile record.
To create a Vendor record:

1. In the Event record, scroll down to the Event Vendors related list or click Event Vendors link at the top
of the page.

2. Click New Event Vendor and select the type of Vendor record you want to create.
3. Look up the Vendor Profile record to associate to this record.
4. Select the Type and enter the Cost.

Note: By tracking cost in the Vendor record, the system automatically summarizes the cost for all
Vendor records and displays that figure in the Total Vendor Expenses field in the Event Statistics sec-
tion of the Event record. You can use the Contact Person field to look up the contact for the Vendor Pro-
file that you are working with if the Vendor Profile record is an organization. If you cannot locate the
Contact Person in the system, you can always add them to the Vendor Profile record if they are an
organization.

5. Click Save.
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Adding Volunteers to an Event
You can create Volunteer Positions within your Event and associate Profiles to the position.

Creating a Volunteer record
To create a Volunteer record:

1. In the Event record, scroll down to the Volunteer Positions related list or click Volunteer Positions link
at the top of the page.

2. Click New Volunteer Position.
3. Enter the Volunteer Position Name and add any additional information.
4. Click Save.

Adding Volunteers to the Position
To add Volunteers to the Position:

1. In the Volunteer Position record, click New Volunteer Association in the Volunteers related list.
2. Select the Volunteer Profile record using the look up icon.
3. Click Save. The Total Volunteers field in the Volunteer Position record displays the number of all of the

volunteers associated to the position.

TIP: You can add a volunteer directly from within the volunteer’s Profile record by clicking New Volunteer
Association in the Volunteer Positions related list.

Managing Tables/Teams for an Event
The Tables/Teams section in an Event is where you can track Event attendees associated to either a table or
a team, depending on the type of Event. First, you create the Table/Team record. When entering an Event
Attendance/Support record, you can assign the attendees to a specific table or team. The system auto-
matically keeps track of the number of attendees associated to the table or team.

Creating a Table/Team record
To create a Table/Team record:

1. In the Event record, scroll down to the Tables/Teams related list or click Tables/Teams link at the top
of the page.

2. Click New Table/Team.
3. Enter the Table/Team information.

Note: Use the No. or Name field to identify the table such as Table #1, or to identify the Team such as
Fred Smith’s Team. The Total Table/Team Attendees field displays the number of all attendees asso-
ciated to the Table/Team record.

4. Click Save.

Adding an attendee to a Table/Team
To add an attendee to a Table/Team:
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1. In the Table/Team record, click Add Attendee/Supporter.
2. Enter attendee information.
3. Click Save.

TIP: You can add attendee information to a Table/Team when you are creating an Event Attendance/Support
record from the Event Attendance/Support related list.

Importing Event Payments to FIMS
MicroEdge FIMS CRM does not automatically create gift or payment records in FIMS when a payment has
been confirmed. However, you can use the Event Payment Export Report that provides the fields necessary
for importing into FIMS using the Gifts import utility.
To access the Event Payment Export Report:

1. Click theReports tab in the Analytics application.
2. In the Event Management Reports folder, select Event Payments - Export Report for FIMS.
3. Change the Time Frame as necessary.

Note: This report includes all Opportunity records that are Closed-Won, and eliminates any Oppor-
tunity records that are still considered as being in the pipeline and not won yet (having less than 100%
probability).

4. Click Export Details and select CommaDelimited .csv.
5. Save the file to your hard drive.
6. Next, go to FIMS and import this file.

Understanding Reports and Dashboards
The Reports tab includes standard reports as well as tools to help you build and create your own report. You
can also create new reports using the standard reports as a starting point.
Dashboards give you a real-time snapshot of key performance indicators. A dashboard is a group of different
charts (or components) that graphically display your report data. You can select up to 20 different custom
reports to display data graphically as charts in each dashboard. You can position each dashboard component
in up to three columns.
TIP: To learn how to run reports, create custom reports, edit existing reports and display reports in dash-
boards, please review the Reports section in the Salesforce online help.

Importing Data into MicroEdge FIMS CRM
You can import data such as contacts, accounts, and leads from ACT!, Outlook, or any program that can save
data in CSV (comma-separated values) format, such as Excel or GoldMine.
TIP: To learn how to import data and what can be imported, please review the Importing Data sub-section in
the DataManagement section of the Salesforce online help.

Using FIM CRM’s Email and Merging Tools
MicroEdge FIMS CRM provides tools for sending single andmass emails as well as for creatingmail merges
and email templates.
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l Extended Mail Merge allows you to generatemail mergeWord documents—such as form letters with
matching envelopes and address labels—for multiple records at the same time. To learnmore, click
Help & Training and enter ‘ExtendedMail Merge’ in the search box.

l Single Mail Merge is available in the Activity History section of various records throughout MicroEdge
FIMS CRM (e.g., Profile records) and generates aMicrosoft Word document with data from the record.
To learnmore, click Help & Training and enter ‘Single Mail Merge’ in the search box.

l You can use theMass Email tool to send an email template tomultiple Profile records. To learnmore,
click Help & Training and enter ‘Mass Email’ in the search box.

l TheSend Email option allows you to send single emails and can be accessed in the Activity History
section of Profile records. To learnmore, click Help & Training and enter ‘Send Email’ in the search
box.

l You can create and store email templates in MicroEdge FIMS CRM. Email templates allow you to
merge data fields to personalize the email to the recipient receiving the email. To learnmore, click Help
& Training and enter ‘Email Template’ in the search box.
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Case Management
This chapter describes how to log problems or requests related to FIMS CRM.

About Case Management
You can use the Support Center application to log problems or requests related to FIMS CRM.
Cases can be logged for the following purposes:

l You have identified a problem or issue.
l Youwant to change something
l You have a new feature request
l You have a question or inquiry

Tracking an Issue or Question
To track an issue or question:

1. From the force.com app drop-downmenu, select Support.
2. Click theCases tab.

3. Click New.
4. Select the Record Type, and then click Continue. The Case Edit window appears.
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5. Enter as much information as possible.
6. Click Save. FIMS Support is notified via email.

Once FIMS Support has received the case, the case will follow the standard FIMS support process.
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